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Abstract: Compact 3 dB 0/180o microstrip couplers in 
ring and square configurations are proposed and 
discussed. In a  ring form, the coupler may be designed 
for symmetrical ports about either one axis or two axes. 
The proposed configurations introduce significant size 
reduction, which is the most important demand for 
microwave integrated circuits (MICs) and monolithic 
microwave integrated circuits (MMICs). Different 
couplers are designed, and simulated at 1 GHz. The 
IE3D software is used in order to validate the design 
procedure. The designed coupler in ring shape is 
simulated and implemented. The experimental results 
agree well with the theoretical prediction. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
 
In recent years, the rapid growth in wireless 
communication has increased the demand for small size 
RF circuits. Hybrid couplers are fundamental 
components in microwave circuits and include branch 
line couplers, parallel line couplers, hybrid ring couplers, 
and the rat race ring. A fundamental component of all 
these couplers is the 4/λ  transmission line section. At 
the lower microwave frequencies, the size based on this 

4/λ  section is unsuitably large for many wireless 
applications. Much effort to reduce the size of hybrid 
couplers has been reported [1-6]. Recently, T-shaped and 
stepped impedance circuits equivalent to 4/λ  line 
section have been used in hybrid quadrature branch line 
coupler [1]. The resultant coupler has been implemented 
on 36% of the area of that of the conventional one 
without any significant sacrifice  in circuit performance. 
Different techniques have been used to reduce the size of 
the conventional ring coupler of 1.5 λ circumference 
(see Fig. 1). A quarter wavelength pair of coupled lines 
short-circuited at their diagonal ends has been used to 
replace the three quarter wavelength line [2]. The 
circumference of such coupler has been reduced to one 
wavelength λ . However this technique requires a very 
tightly coupled line section that is difficult to fabricate 

with simple microstrip technology. The use of λ /6 or 
λ /8 sections allows reducing the circumference of the 
ring to 1.25 λ [3]. Another approach to reduce the ring 
coupler size requires; (i) using a small section of 
transmission line with a specified characteristic 
impedance instead of the λ /4 line; and (2) replacing the 
three quarter wavelength line by a one-quarter-
wavelength line with phase inverter [4,5]. Based on this 
approach the 1.5 λ  circumference has been reduced to 
0.67 λ  [4]. The circuit is composed of a coplanar strip 
(CPS) ring and coplanar wave-guide (CPW) feed lines. 
Air bridges are then needed to avoid the excitation of an 
even mode. A crossover of the two strips on the ring is 
also required to achieve 180o phase shift (phase inverter). 
These techniques tend to increase the fabrication cost 
which is one of the most important parameters of MIC. 
Compact ring 00/1800 couplers using T-shaped sections 
to replace the λ/4 lines have been introduced recently by 
the authors [6].  
In this paper, we propose new small size 3 dB 0o/180o 
coupler configurations.  The coupler can be designed in 
square form or ring shape with symmetric ports about 
either one axis or two axes. The various configurations 
can be fabricated with simple low cost microstrip 
technology.  The reduced size coupler configurations are 
discussed in the next section followed by the simulation 
and experimental results. The couplers’ simulations are 
performed using the IE3D software. 
 

II. REDUCED SIZE COUPLER 
CONFIGURATIONS 

 
The size of the conventional ring coupler, shown in 
Fig.1, can be reduced to the ring coupler with 4θ  
circumference shown in Fig. 2. The arms characteristic 
impedances ZC is related to the electrical length θ  and 
50 Ω  -port impedance ZO by [4]: 
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The range of the arm electrical length is 45o < θ  < 90o. 
Where θ  is the arm electrical length at the center 
frequency. The phase inverter has been implemented by 
crossing over the two strips in case of coplanar strip 
technique. In simple microstrip technique, the phase 
inverter can be implemented as a half wavelength line 
having the same characteristic impedance of the θ  
sections. In this case the resultant bandwidth will be 
narrow and decreases as θ decreases. However, wider 
bandwidth can be obtained if θ  is equal to 90o at the 
center frequency [5]. The corresponding characteristic 
impedance of the arms is 
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Where L is the maximum in-band return loss 
specification. For L= ∞ the resultant ring coupler will be 
similar to the conventional one. In the following some 
proposed geometrical arrangements, suitable for 
microstrip technology, are given and they lead to the 
coupler structures shown in Figs 3-5:  
 
A. Semi-circle shape with symmetric ports about one 
axis (Fig. 3) 
In this case the 180o+θ  line between ports 2 and 4 is 
designed in the free region inside the semi-circle as 
shown in Fig. 3. The minimum area can be achieved for 
θ =45o, which correspond to 12.5% of that of the 
conventional ring coupler. However, the resultant 
bandwidth in this case will be almost zero. Practically, 
θ  should be greater than 45o and can be determined for 
a particular BW requirement as described in the next 
section. Simple software program such as Puff can 
quickly predict the coupler performance.  
 
B. Ring shape with symmetric ports about the two axes 
(Fig. 4)  
The line 180o +θ , in this case is formed inside the ring 
in a circular shape. However, the inner line should be far 
enough from the outer one to avoid any significant 
coupling. Denote the electrical distance between the two 
bending lines and the two rings by θ 1 as shown in Fig. 
4. For small θ1, the arms electrical length can be 
approximated by  
 
θ  ≈ 0.5 ( 1πθ + 900)             (3) 

 
C. Square shape (Fig. 5)  
In this case the coupler can be implemented in the square 
form of side length θ , where the θ  +180o line takes the 
serpentine shape inside the square as shown in Fig. 5.  
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III. DESIGN PROCEDURE AND PERFORMANCE 

TRADEOFF 
 
The couplers proposed herein are based on the 
implementation of the 180o phase inverter by half-
wavelenth line using special arrangement as shown in 
Figs. 3-5. So, the expected performance of all 
configurations will be approximately the same. The 
difference may be occurring only due to the unwanted 
coupling between the lines that are too close to each 
other. This can be eliminated by optimizing the structure 
to keep lines as far as possible.  The coupler design can 
start by plotting the bandwidth and the area used, with 
respect to the area of the conventional type (Fig.1), 
against the arm electrical length θ as shown in Fig. 6.  
The relative bandwidth (BW) is calculated for ideal 
transmission line elements under the following limits: 
Port matching  < -10 dB 
Coupling  –2.5 to –4 dB 
Isolation < -15 dB 
Output phase balance when fed at E-port =180 ± 12o 

Output phase balance when fed at H-port= 0 ± 10o  
Fig. 6 shows that the relative bandwidth increases as θ 
increases. The maximum bandwidth is obtained for the 
conventional type, i.e when θ = 90o.  It is also noted that 
the area used decreases as θ decreases. As shown from 
this Figure, the most compact structure is that of circular 
shape of Fig. 4. The used area can be reduced to 13.7 % 
of the conventional type when θ = 50o. In this case, the 
corresponding percentage BW is 17.7%. Fig. 7 shows 
the characteristic impedance (Zc) of the coupler arms 
calculated from (1). The characteristic impedance 
decreases as θ decreases. For high compactness, this will 
add some constraints on the selection of the substrate 
material since the line width increases as Zc decreases. 
The increase of line width may cause the lines to be very 
close causing a strong coupling.  Fig. 6 is used to 
determine the arm electrical length for a given 
bandwidth, and the corresponding characteristic 
impedance can be calculated from Fig.7. 
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Fig. 6: Relative bandwidth and percentage area 
used w.r.t. the conventional coupler of Figs.3-5
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IV. DESIGN CASES AND EXPERIMENTAL 
RESULTS 

 
We introduce here different design cases in order to 
validate the proposed configurations. Duroid dielectric 
substrate RT/5880 with rε =2.2 and h=0.51 mm is used. 
For high compactness and acceptable line width, the 
arms electrical length are selected to be 55o. The design 
is carried out at 1 GHz. The resultant characteristic 
impedance of the coupler arms is 50 Ω  (Fig. 7). 
Therefore the arms width and length are 1.6 and 33.3 
mm, respectively. The simulation results performed by 
Puff software and  based on ideal transmission lines are 
shown in Fig. 8. Within the band 0.95 to 1.1 GHz, S11< 
-10.5 dB, S21 = -3.25 ± 0.35 dB, S31 = -3.5 ± 0.6 dB 
and S41 (Isolation)< -22 dB. For this design, the ratio of 
the circuit area layout relative to that of the conventional 
ring coupler is 18.5%, 16.6%, and 26 % for circuits in 
Fig. 3, Fig.4 and the square shape in Fig. 5, respectively.   
However, wide band couplers can be designed based on 
eq. (2). In this case the arms length will be 90o at 1 GHz 
and the characteristic impedance is 64 Ω  for 20 dB 
return loss at the center frequency. The expected ratio of 
the circuit area layout with respect to that of the 
conventional ring coupler will be, 50%, 44%, and 70 % 
for circuits in Fig. 3, Fig.4 and Fig. 5., respectively.  
 
As an example the layout of the coupler shown in Fig. 4 
is implemented. The arms length is 33.3 mm (θ = 55o), 
θ1=6.6o which is 4 mm. The inner and outer radii are 
17.4, and 21.2 mm, respectively. The simulation results 
performed by the IE3D are shown in Fig. 9. Between 
0.88 to 1.15 GHz, S11< -10 dB, S21 = -3.15 ± 0.35 dB, 
S31 = -3.5 ± 0.3 dB and S41< -14 dB.  At this case the 
area of coupler is approximately 17% of that of the 
conventional ring one, as expected from Fig. 6. The 
experimental results of this coupler are shown in Fig. 10. 
It is seen that the measured results agree well with the 
simulation in Fig. 9.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
New small size configurations acting as a 3 dB 0o/180o 
ring coupler have been proposed. The coupler can be 
designed for narrow or wide band operation with 
significant size reduction in both cases although the size 
reduction is less in the wide band case.. The coupler in 
square shape has been designed, simulated and 
measured. Good performance with 27% bandwidth 
centered at 1.015 GHz has been obtained. The coupler 
area is 17% of that of the conventional ring coupler. The  
proposed configurations allow good flexibility for MICs 
and MMICs applications. 
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